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At Terrafibre, we design and build products
that utilize the extraordinary mechanical
qualities of the industrial hemp plant, most of
which was previously considered waste. The
strong yet lightweight fibres of the plant
provide a sustainable growing media for
hydroculture and agriculture from seed
propagation through to harvest.
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EROSION CONTROL BLANKET
Terrafibre Erosion Control Blankets use Canadian grown hemp fibres. The fibres are
needle punched into a cellulose scrim backing, creating a 100% biodegradable nonwoven mat with a consistent thickness. The scrim backing consists of recycled
material with a minimum of 40% being post consumer content. String reinforcement
is made of biodegradable rayon with three openings per lineal inch.
Terrafibre Erosion Control Blankets are used for the following applications: slope
protection, reservoir embankments and spillways, culvert inlets and outfalls, dikes,
levees and riverbanks. Terrafibre comes packaged in plastic shrink wrap.
Blanket has a functional longevity of 24 months
Rated on slopes up to 1H:1V
C-Factor - 0.0052 at 4" rainfall

RECOMMENDED GUIDELINES
Final grade must be correctly prepared,
remove all large debris and rocks to allow
blanket to have complete soil contact.

STAPLE GUIDE

Distribute seed and additional fertilizers
before the blanket is installed.
Stake 2-3 blankets down at a time with
chosen staples to avoid wind from lifting
blankets.
Follow staple pattern to avoid wind
damage.
Ensure chosen staples are flush with the
ground.
If maintenance is required, cut a patch of
Terrafibre and place over damaged area
and secure firmly with generous staples.

SLOPE INSTALLATION
500 gsm - Severe Service Use - Must hydro-seed over top of blanket
after installation to ensure optimal product performance
Blanket has a functional longevity of 24 months
Rated on slopes up to 1H:1V
C-Factor - 0.0057 at 4" rainfall

1. Starting at the top of the slope, trench a hole
6" deep and 6" wide along the top edge of the
slope you wish to install the blanket on (See
Trench Guide Part A).
2. Lay blanket in trench with 1 ft. excess material
above the trench. Staple blanket into bottom of
trench no more than 1 ft. apart (See Trench Guide
Part B).
3. Backfill trench, pack to grade, and staple
excess blanket no more than 1 ft. apart. Unroll rest
of blanket loosely to allow for the blanket to
depress onto the soil (See Trench Guide Part C).
4. Unroll the rest of the blanket down the slope
with the hemp fibre side up. Secure the blanket in
accordance with staple pattern on all edges 1 ft.
apart and in a diamond pattern down the centre
with 8 ft. apart (See Staple Guide).
5. When adding additional blankets beside the
original blanket, ensure a 4" overlap. When adding
additional blankets below the original blanket,
ensure a 6" overlap. Overlap shingle style so water
flows over top of blanket (See Overlap Guide).

TRENCH GUIDE

OVERLAP GUIDE

